Camping Stomio
RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE CAMPSITE
The Purpose of rules and regulations is the convenience of campers setting the conditions
for the proper functioning of the campsite.
Entry and stay at the campsite implies the acceptance of this regulations consist of
the following nine (9) Articles:

Article 1 - "Arrival - Accommodation - Departure"









The camping season starts from 1st of May to 10th of September of each year with the
possibility of extending until 30th of September depending on the decision of the
Board of Directors.
CHECK IN TIMES: reception is opened always from 7:00am till 11:00pm. The camper
is obliged to deliver his Passport or ID when he enters the campsite, that remains
strictly in the Reception until his departure, as well as a photocopy of the caravan (car
or trailer) license.
The campers are obliged to state the exact days of stay and the campsite space number.
If anything should be change, the agreement of reception is required. What is more,
pitch (campsite space) for each camper is determined at the check in by the reception.
It is strictly prohibited moving to different pitch (campsite space) without the prior
approval of RECEPTION.
CHECK OUT TIME: before 12.00pm and the account for the accommodation must be
paid (cleared).

Article 2 - " Quiet hours"

 Quiet hours are from 15:00 till 17:30 afternoon and from 23:00 till 7:00 according to
the

applicable

police

regulations

and

must

be

strictly

observed.

 The outside entrance door closes at 23:00 pm and opens at 7:00 am. During the hours

23:00 - 07:00, movement of vehicles in the camp area is strictly prohibited. Campers
who wish to leave the campsite before 07:00 am should leave their cars outside the
camping area before 23:00pm of the previous day.
 During quiet hours using audio and television is prohibited while during rest hours is
allowed in very low volume, without disturbing neighboring places.
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Article 3 - "Guest Visits"
 Visits are allowed only if guests have obtained a permit for entry by Camping
Reception desk. Every guest should deliver his Police ID or Passport to reception desk.
Guests could stay in the campsite for free the first 2 hours. The number of guests
should be as limited as possible. If a guest stays more than 2 hours in the campsite, he
will be charged according to the current price list. Visitors vehicles are not allowed to
enter the campsite.
 Guests during their stay at Camping are prohibited from using campsite facilities
(shower, utensils and clothes washing).

Article 4 - "Vehicles - Caravans"
 Campers are required to post (eg. stick it to windscreen) the entrance stickers
(camping pass) provided by the reception desk to every vehicle (car, bike etc.). If a
vehicle does not have the entry sticker attached, will not be allowed to enter the
campsite.
 Maximum speed on the camp site road is 10 km/. If a driver does not meet speed limit,
he will not be allowed to enter the campsite.
 It is at the reception or the guard discretion to forbid the entrance of a vehicle, if his
driver has consumed an amount of Alcohol or other substances
 For every pitch (campsite space) for the whole season is given one parking space for a
car or a motor. For additional parking spaces there will be an extra charge according to
the price list. For shorter stays, the parking place for two-wheel motor cars will be
charged according to the applicable pricelist (per day).
 Entry to and exit from campsite is allowed between 7:00 and 23:00
 After the end of the season, caravan owners are obliged to remove their caravans to
facilitate campsite facilities maintenance
 If a camper has not the possibility to move hos caravan, he should inform the reception
desk appropriately with a letter. The municipal enterprise has no liability for any
damage or theft. In any case, the municipal enterprise reserves the right to demand
forced removal of caravans when necessary.
 Abandoned caravans or other vehicles will be collected by the competent department
of the Municipality according to the applicable legislation and will be delivered to the
approved collection system “OTKZ”.
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Article 5 - "Rates and Charges"
 In every campsite space will be placed a power meter (electricity). For electricity
consumption greater than the allowable, camper will be charged according to the
current price list.
 Campers staying throughout the whole season are required to perform a payment in
advance during check-in. The remaining balance can be paid in 2 installments until the
end of the season according to the applicable pricelist
 If a camper covers more square meters than his / her assigned camping space, he / she
will be charged for another camping space.
 Families with 4 or more children and people with disabilities greater than 67% have a
special charge according to the applicable price list. This right is enjoyed by those
persons if and only if they leave themselves at the camping site and this right under no
circumstances can be transferred to a third party. The property of the Polytechnic will
be proved only with a recent certificate of polytechnic status of the Supreme
Confederation of Greek Families (ASPE) while the disability will be proved only with a
certificate from the Center for Disability Certification (KEPA)
 For every camping space must be declared the exact number of campers and their full
names. If any campers stay in the campsite without been declared they will be deemed
to have been illegally entered, they will be charged twice the current price list for the
days they have stayed, while the Municipal Company may forbid them from entering
and staying in the campsite for the following seasons.
 In case that the caravan license is in different name from the name of the campers stay
in, the charge and pricing will take place according to the campers characteristics that
use the caravan (individuals).
 Campers are required to park their boats in the area designated by the management
and their charge will be in accordance with the applicable price list.

Article 6 - "Benefits"
 All pitches (camping spaces) are provided with free electricity (daily consumption
35Kwh)
 Utensils washing room
 Clothes washing room
 Showers for men-women
 WC for men - women
 Free use of hot water
 Free wifi
 Post office
 Pet friendly
 Reception desk open from 7:00 to 23:00 and security guard for the rest hours (night
shift)
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Article 7 - "Pets"
 Pets that enter the campsite should have microchip and health booklet that will be
displayed during check in at reception desk.
 Pets are allowed to move within the Camping only with companion and a leash. They
are prohibited to stroll alone. At the same time, appropriate measures must be taken to
prevent the animal from entering the public areas or other campers' premises.
 The pet owner is obliged to provide suitable accommodation to his / her pet.
 During the pet walk, the owner has to clean up directly the pet feces
 Failure to observe these regulations will result in the removal of the pet from the
camping site.

Article 8 - "Cleanliness - Environment"
 Washing of clothes and utensils is allowed only in designated areas-buildings with
special marking for this purpose
 In the campsite it is strictly forbidden to wash cars, caravans and the surrounding area
of the camping space by using pressure hose, water hose or other means.
 Campers must keep the campsite clean. It is strictly forbidden to throw stubs and any
other rubbish into the surrounding area. Household waste will be placed with care by
the campers within the waste bins and will never be left out.
 In the case of non-household waste, the camper is obliged to inform the reception desk
so that it can be safely removed by the responsible authorities in accordance with the
legislation.
 It is strictly forbidden to light fires in the campsite for grill/barbeque or other
purposes
 It is strictly forbidden to use air weapons and all types of launchers.
 It is allowed placing shades only if they are screwed removable
 Campers are not allowed to construct all kinds of construction on or adjacent to the
ground (tiles, railings, metal structures as shaders or other types of construction) as
well as to develop water or electricity networks. Violators will be prosecuted in
accordance with the applicable legislation and will be removed from the campsite,
while these structures will be destroyed immediately by the municipal company and
the cost will be borne by the camper-constructor.
 Use of electricity at tents and caravans is under the absolute responsibility of campersusers.
 The municipal enterprise may place water meter boxes and charge when the campers
water consumption exceeds the recommended daily consumption.
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Article 9 - "General provisions"
 Campsite Management is not liable for damages and loses caused by theft or other
damages.
 On the very next day of the end of the season, the supply of electricity and water to the
camping site is interrupted for safety reasons
 Damages caused by the camper’s or visitor's liability in camping facilities or equipment
will be borne by the campers (offenders).
 In case of debts after the end of the season, the municipal enterprise initiates the legal
procedures for their collection, removes any debtor’s items (tents, caravans, etc.) from
the campsite and may forbid debtor entry and stay on campsite for the next season.
 If it is found that there are more campers than those who were declared at a campsite
space, the camper is obliged to pay as a fine the amount of 200 € for each person who
was not been declared and also to pay the actual charge for the days that undeclared
campers stayed at campsite if he/she wants to stay at campsite. In the event of a
refusal, the camper should leave the campsite immediately and the company has the
right to initiate legal proceedings.
 For any problem concerning public places, campers and campsite problems in general,
campers should contact reception desk.
 In the event that the campers do not follow the current rules and regulations and do
not discipline camping staff observation or suggestion, the camping Management is
entitled to prohibit these campers from staying or entering campsite as well as
permanently remove them from the campsite.
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